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1Abstract. A 0.35◦× 0.29◦field centered at l=–18.63◦,
b=0.35◦was observed during the ISOGAL survey by ISO-
CAM imaging at 7µm and 15µm. 648 objects were de-
tected and their brightness are measured. By combin-
ing with the DENIS data in the near-infrared J and
KS bands, one derives the extinction at 7µm through
AKS −A7 = 0.35(AJ −AKS) which yields A7/AV ∼0.03
from the near-IR extinction values of van de Hulst–Glass
(Glass 1999). The extinction structure along the line of
sight is then determined from the values of J–KS or KS–
[7] of the ISOGAL sources identified as RGB or early AGB
stars with mild mass-loss. The distribution of AV ranges
from 0 to ∼45 and it reflects the concentration of the ex-
tinction in the spiral arms. Based on their locations in
color-magnitude diagrams and a few cross-identifications
with IRAS and MSX sources, the nature of objects is dis-
cussed in comparison with the case of a low extinction
field in Baade’s Window. Most of the objects are either
AGB stars with moderate mass loss rate or luminous RGB
stars. Some of them may be AGB stars with high mass loss
rate. In addition, a few young stellar objects (YSOs) are
present.
Key words: stars: AGB and post-AGB – stars: late-type
– stars: mass loss – stars: pre-main sequence – ISM: ex-
tinction – Galaxy: stellar content – Infrared: stars
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1. Introduction
ISOGAL is an ISOCAM survey at 7µm and 15µm, at a
spatial resolution in pixel-field-of-view of 6′′and sensitivity
about 10mJy, of about 16 deg2, toward the Galactic plane
mostly interior to |l| = 30◦ (Omont et al. 2002). About 200
fields observed are well spread in the inner bulge and in
the Galactic disk. In combination with the DENIS data
(Epchtein et al. 1997), the colors between 15µm, 7µm,
KS, J, I in the ISOGAL-DENIS catalogue (Schuller et al.
2002) allows a detailed study of cold stellar populations.
For example, this survey shall result in a practically com-
plete census of mass-losing AGB stars in the fields of the
inner bulge and in some parts of the Galactic disk. The
stars at the RGB tip may also be well characterized in the
ISOGAL catalogue, as well as nearby or massive young
stellar objects (YSOs). In addition to the study of cold
stellar populations, another goal of ISOGAL is to study
the Galactic structures in regions highly obscured through
the inner Galaxy with a sensitivity and spatial resolution
about two orders of magnitude better than IRAS.
FC–01863+00035 is one of the disk fields within the
ISOGAL survey. In order to avoid strong sources saturat-
ing the ISOCAM detectors, an ISOGAL field is usually
limited to a small l×b raster where no bright IRAS objects
exist. The field FC–01863+00035 covers an area of about
0.1 deg2 in the Galactic plane. Unlike the fields studied in
the Galactic bulge by Glass et al. (1999) and Omont et al.
(1999), this disk field suffers serious interstellar extinction
in the Galactic plane. We picked it to make a case study
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? This is paper no. 15 in a refereed journal based on data
from the ISOGAL project
?? Based on observations with ISO, an ESA project with in-
struments funded by ESA Members States (especially the PI
countries: France, Germany, the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom) and with the participation of ISAS and NASA; and
on DENIS observations collected at the European Southern
Observatory, Chile
of ISOGAL data in the Galactic disk, taking advantage of
the recent availability of the ISOGAL-DENIS PSC. This
line of sight is interesting because it crosses four spiral
arms, with large values of visible extinction up to 30 mag
and beyond, corresponding to strong CO emission (Bronf-
man et al. 1989). Being much closer to the Galactic Center
than the field of the early study by Pe´rault et al.(1996),
at l = −45◦, it is more typical of the majority of ISO-
GAL fields. Being outside of the tangential direction of
the molecular ring, it avoids too strong perturbations of
the quality of ISOGAL data by star forming regions, while
keeping nevertheless a non negligible number of detected
YSOs. On the other hand, it is far enough from the Galac-
tic Center so that disk sources well prevail against bulge
ones, although this direction is neither very far from the
far end of the bar structure (e.g. Lopez-Corredoira et al.
2001). In addition to the discussion of stellar populations
detected by ISOGAL, which is more difficult than in the
bulge because of the larger uncertainty on the distance of
the sources, the main goal of this paper is to show how the
combination of ISOGAL and DENIS data allows to study
the properties and the structure of interstellar extinction
in the inner Galactic disk.
2. Observation and data reduction
The observation by the 60-cm space telescope ISO took
place towards the center position of l=–18.63◦ and
b=+0.35◦, i.e. α = 16h50m25.4s and δ = −43◦58′29′′. The
rasters covered a rectangular l × b area of 0.35 × 0.29
deg2. The details of the ISOGAL observation procedure
with ISOCAM (Cesarsky et al. 1996) are described in
Schuller et al. (2002). The observations of the field FC–
01863+00035 were performed with 6′′ pixels with the fil-
ters LW2 (5.0–8.5 µm, λref = 6.75µm) and LW3 (12–
18µm, λref = 14.3µm ). The log of ISOGAL and DENIS
observations is given in Table 1.
The general processing of the ISOGAL data is de-
scribed in detail in Schuller et al.(2002). The reduc-
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Table 1. Log of Observations.
Filter Date ISO ION pfov
ISOGAL LW2 1997.03.18 48801636 6′′
ISOGAL LW3 1996.09.26 31500236 6′′
DENIS I,J,KS 1996.03.25 3
′′
tion of the data from the OLP7.0 (OffLine Processing)
pipeline was performed by first using the CIA pack-
age (Ott et al. 1997). Dark currents are corrected and
cosmic-rays are removed. Thereafter, a procedure is ap-
plied to simulating the time behavior of the pixels of
the ISOCAM detectors, eliminating the related artifacts
and improving the photometry. The flat-field and im-
age distortion are corrected. Conversion to magnitudes
from the calculated flux density at 7µm and 15µm is
under the assumption that a Vega model, without cir-
cumstellar dust, corresponds to zero magnitude at respec-
tive wavelengths, i.e. [7] = 12.38− 2.5logFLW2(mJy) and
[15] = 10.79− 2.5logFLW3(mJy). The current version of
the images are shown in Fig. 1. On average, the rms dis-
persion of the ISOGAL photometry (from repeated obser-
vations - see for example Schuller et al. 2002) is estimated
to be generally less than 0.2 magnitude with a small in-
crease for the faintest sources that correspond to about
the 50% completeness limit.
In the field FC–01863+00035, the numbers of point
sources extracted are 538 and 389 respectively in LW2
and LW3 bands within the limits of magnitude 9.38 in
LW2 and 8.16 in LW3, which correspond to the flux limits
of about 15mJy and 11mJy, respectively (generally such
limits are chosen in the ISOGAL PSC such that they cor-
respond to detection completeness ∼50% (Schuller et al.
2002) ). There are in total 648 ISO sources, out of which
279 objects were detected in both LW2 and LW3 bands,
259 objects detected in only LW2 band and 110 objects
detected in only LW3 band. Among the 279 LW2-LW3 as-
sociated sources, 257 sources have good association quality
flags 3 or 4 and 21 sources have doubtful associations with
quality flag 2. We will discard the single association with
quality flag 1 hereafter. With the association radius 5.4′′,
the number of LW2-LW3 spurious associations should be
∼3. The ISO sources are distributed along brightness as
shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen from Fig. 2 the detection is
certainly not complete to sources fainter than magnitude
9.0 in LW2 or fainter than magnitude 7.5 in LW3. A gen-
eral tendency is that more brighter sources are detected
in both LW2 and LW3 bands while more weaker sources
are detected in only one band.
In near-infrared, this ISOGAL field was also observed
in the 2MASS survey in the J, H and KS bands, but the
data are not yet available. Contrarily, it was early observed
in a special observation of the DENIS survey in the I, J,
KS bands by a 1-m telescope at ESO, La Silla (Simon in
preparation). The DENIS survey has much higher sensi-
tivity (by typically 3 magnitudes in KS) as well as higher
spatial resolution (by about 2∼3 times) than the ISO-
GAL survey. The number of sources detected by DENIS
is much larger and limited by confusion in the J and KS
bands. There are 5345, 5817 and 5702 sources in the I, J
and KS bands, respectively. From the distribution of the
brightness of these DENIS sources in this field as shown in
Fig. 3, the detections in the near IR bands are reasonably
complete to I=16 mag, J=14 mag and KS=12 mag.
In order to keep the population of spurious DENIS-
ISOGAL cross-identifications below a few percents, the
association was limited to KS-detected sources with
KS<12.9 (shown by a long-dash line in the right panel
of Fig. 3), corresponding to a density of KS sources
n = 36000/deg2. Such a density limit is systematically ap-
plied in the ISOGAL PSC for the DENIS association ra-
dius. It is chosen such as npir2a = 0.1, where ra = 3.5
′′ is
the main association radius. The numbers of sources as-
sociated with a DENIS source in the ISOGAL PSC are
thus 479 objects in the LW2 band and 270 objects in the
LW3 band. Among these objects, 16 LW2 sources and 18
LW3 sources (in total 24 sources only) are poorly associ-
ated with the DENIS objects, i.e. their association quality
factors are either 1 or 2 in the ISOGAL PSC (see for de-
tails from Schuller et al. 2002) and they are dropped for
later discussion. The numbers of associations with quality
flag equal to 3 are 9 in the LW2 band and 10 in the LW3
band (15 sources in total); they mainly correspond to as-
sociation radius between ra and 2ra. The associations with
quality factors 4 or 5 (463 sources) are very probably real
associations with a proportion of spurious associations less
than ∼2%. The associations with quality flag 3 still have
a good chance to be real, but with a larger proportion
of spurious associations; in this field however no such ob-
jects have association radius larger than 5′′. Among the
538 LW2 objects, 463 (86% of all LW2 sources) are thus
reasonably well associated with the DENIS KS sources,
351 are also detected in the J-band and 109 in all DE-
NIS bands. Among the 389 LW3 objects, 252 (65% of all
LW3 sources) are reasonably well associated with the DE-
NIS KS sources, 198 are also detected in the J-band and
54 in all DENIS bands. Three DENIS sources associated
with ISOGAL have a bad quality in KS because of satu-
ration (KS<6.5), and one J-associated source is saturated
(J<8.0). One can check on the DENIS KS and J images
that five strong sources present at the position of strong
ISOGAL sources are missing in the DENIS catalog be-
cause of saturation (see Sect. 4.3). From Fig. 3 it can be
seen that most of the DENIS objects with KS<9 with
11 exceptions were detected by ISO. Among the ISOGAL
sources that are not associated with the DENIS sources,
31 are detected in both LW2 and LW3 bands, 27 in only
LW2 band and 87 in only LW3 band. There are 15 LW3
objects associated with KS objects and with association
quality flag ≥ 3, but are not associated with LW2 sources.
They may be spurious cross-identification between DENIS
